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Since the beginning of the 21st century, we are facing the convergence of several epidemics. These include tobacco smoking, 
tuberculosis (TB) and HIV infection. These epidemics interact by way of increasing disease susceptibility and worsening 

outcomes. To control these interacting epidemics, it is crucial to better understand each infection and how it influences the 
others. The association between tobacco smoke and TB was suggested many years ago. Evidence of the impact of tobacco 
smoking on TB infection has been confounded by its almost universal association with poverty, overcrowding and alcohol 
usage. Similar pathological mechanisms induced by malnutrition, alcohol abuse and smoking may indeed all predispose an 
individual to TB. Although both tobacco smoking and HIV infection may be associated through their common associations 
with poverty and high-risk behavior, tobacco smoking appears to be an independent and important risk factor for contracting 
HIV. Smoking further raises the extremely high risk of contracting TB in HIV+ individuals. Individuals with HIV/AIDS are 
at risk for many oral health problems, particularly those who are smokers. People living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) are more 
likely to experience chronic illnesses such as cardiovascular disease and diabetes that are linked to poor oral health status. This 
presentation will describe the impact of HIV, TB and tobacco use on the oral health of PLWHA; it will discuss the importance 
of multidisciplinary health teams in the oral care for PLWHA; and it will suggest concrete steps that clinicians can take to 
promote positive behavioral health changes in PLWHA.
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